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March 2016: Stock Indices fulfilled the early2016 outlook with multiple Indices spiking down to
extreme downside targets and yearly support (the projected low for 2016) - indicating that the late-Jan./
early-Feb. lows are of a higher degree than the Aug.
2015 lows. This should have a strong impact on the
equity markets through the remainder of 2016 - with
other important lows projected for June & Oct. 2016.

To reiterate, that remains in the context of an expected 1--2 year topping process (into late-2016) that
Dec. 2015 IT Excerpt....................5
should ultimately lead to a down year in 2017. Multiple cycles turned up with the recent bottom, but continue to project volatile two-sided trading throughout 2016…

Nov. 2015 IT Excerpt....................4

STOCK INDICES
02/29/16 - Stock Indices fulfilled the early-2016 outlook - and the latest phase of the overall 2015/2016
Roadmap - by undergoing a sharp decline from mid-Dec. ‘15 (when the greatest synergy of cycles turned
negative) into late-Jan./early-Feb. 2016… when cycles initially bottomed.
Price action corroborated that with most of the Indices retesting & spiking below their August lows while
testing & holding their monthly HLS levels AND attacking their 2016 yearly support (on Jan. 20th).
The Jan. 2016 low reinforced a decisive monthly Cycle Progression - that projects a subsequent
monthly low for June 2016. That is when a 10-month low-low-(low) Cycle Progression (Oct. ’14--Aug. ’15-Jun. ’16) AND now a corroborating (half-cycle) 5-month high-low-low-(low) Cycle Progression (Mar. ’15-Aug. ’15--Jan. ’16--Jun. ’16) recur.
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[The Jan. 20th low also completed a 2.5
month decline - the midpoint of the 5-month cycle
that is the midpoint of the 10-month cycle - from
the Nov. 4th highs. That creates a ~2.5 month high
-low-(low) Cycle Progression aimed at April 4--8,
2016.]
Once again (as seen repeatedly the past 14
months), the January lows set the stage for a series of divergent lows to quickly follow, with many
Indices spiking to slight new lows in Feb. - when
weekly cycles projected a bottom. That repeats
the patterns seen in Nov./Dec. ’14 (highs), Jan./
Feb. ’15 (lows), Apr./May ’15 (highs), Aug./Sept.
’15 (lows) & Nov./Dec. ’15 (highs).
That final decline allowed Indices like the S+P
to ALSO fulfill a precise wave relationship - completing a 2nd consecutive decline of 14 weeks each
(May 18--Aug. 24 & Nov. 2--6th to Feb. 8--12th).
Several other Indices corroborated, with the
majority spiking down to weekly extremes &
monthly support in February - the next degree
lower of what was seen in January - a sequential
bottoming formation in both time AND price. Daily
extremes were also reached, at the lows - completing this bottoming pattern.

INSIIDE Track Reprint

Jan. 2016 INSIIDE Track Excerpt
“01/05/16 - Stock Indices fulfilled almost all of what
was expected the past year, setting highs in late-April/earlyMay, dropping sharply into late-August/late-Sept. and then
seeing a strong rebound in October. The majority of intermediate cycles topped - from early-Nov. through mid-Dec.
(different Indices had different cycle highs) before all their
cycles turned down in late-Dec.
That brings them to the present, when they were expected to enter a new wave down (after mid-Dec.)...the
Indices continue to mimic the overall action of 2000--2002,
when almost every sharp sell-off was quickly met with a contrasting rally and almost every rally was followed by a slightly
larger decline.
Most of the Indices closed lower on the year and in the
midst of a 3--5 week period when an initial decline was expected to take hold...On a near-term basis, the Indices are in
the midst of a ~4-week high-high-high Cycle Progression that
could spur a quick, ~4-week drop into late-Jan.
The new intra-month trends would have to validate
that scenario. That potential is reinforced by a ~360-degree
cycle from the initial late-Jan./early-Feb. 2015 lows… The
initial weeks of the new year are some of the most important
and should help gauge what to expect in 2016…”

In doing so, the Indices showed that the combined Jan./Feb. lows represent a higher-degree
bottom than those seen in recent months... Looking
out over the remainder of 2016, another decline is
expected in 2Q 2016 - resulting in an important low
in June 2016 (with a precursor low likely in lateApril/early-May)… and then into Oct. 2016...

Looking out over the next 6--12 months, the
Shanghai Composite has cycles similar to the
Hang Seng that portend important lows in June &
Oct. 2016. In between, it could see an intervening
high in April - the next phase of the ~5-month high
-high-high-(high) Cycle Progression that helped
time the Nov. ’15 peak.

Global Indices

The June 2016 cycle is an intriguing one
since it represents a 360-degree cycle that includes the June 2013 low, the final retest of these
lows in June 2014, and the ensuing explosion
higher - into the June 2015 peak...

China’s Shanghai Composite fulfilled 1--3
month expectations - from Nov. & mid-Dec. - for
an overall drop into February...The Shanghai
Composite has lost almost 50% from its June ‘15
peak… and is very likely to spur repercussions
around the globe in the months & years to come.

The corresponding Shenzhen Composite
could be providing a little more clarity, with a developing ~90-degree cycle. It peaked in mid-June &
plummeted into mid-Sept. before rebounding into
mid-Dec. The next phase of that 3-month/~90degree cycle is in mid-March. Regardless of
whether that is a high or low (which is a little uncertain at present), the ensuing phase - in mid-June

One of the nations most vulnerable to a Chinese slowdown is Russia - who was planning on
diverse trade agreements, most notably two major
pipelines to move Russian Natural Gas to China, to
offset some of the negative effects of a plummeting
Ruble & plummeting oil market (see page 4).
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2016 - appears likely to be a low.

The FTSE gave a convincing intra-month reversal higher - after spiking to new lows - in February, reinforcing the potential for additional upside,
on balance. The topic of Brexit has the potential to
skew the FTSE away from the path of other Indices, at least when pertinent news emerges.” IT

Hong Kong’s Hang Seng Index dropped
sharply in Jan. & spiked to a final (intermediate)
low in Feb., fulfilling its late-Oct. sell signal. In
doing so, it attacked its 1--2 year HHL downside
objective at 18,258...

[End of excerpt from March 2016 IN-

Japan’s Nikkei 225 Index is beginning to
confirm a Major peak, using an additional decline
into February to finally close below its monthly
trend reversal point (16,901) and turn the monthly
trend down...

SIIDE Track.]
March 2016 - Domestic & global equity markets spiked lower into late-Jan./early-Feb. 2016 when monthly cycles bottomed. Several Indices
reached monthly extreme downside targets AND
their projected lows for all of 2016. The Nikkei
went one better and made it to its extreme intrayear downside target (HLS) for all of 2016.

The Nikkei made it down to its 2016 HLS
(15,334) - an extreme intra-year downside target but remains in a technically weak position. As a
result of February’s action, this is likely to extend
the overall correction into 2Q 2016 and perpetuate
a 2-year high (2Q ‘08)--high (2Q ‘10)--low (2Q ‘12)-low (2Q ‘14)--low (2Q 2016) Cycle Progression...

As described in the 2/29/16 Stock Indices
analysis, the nature of this recent low showed that
it is a higher-degree bottom than recent ones (in
2015) - clarifying some of the outlook for 2016.
Two additional multi-month lows are expected later
this year - in June & October 2016.

The German DAX Index still needs a monthly
close below 9338 to reverse its monthly trend
down. Like so many Indices, it extended its drop
into February - the target for the first important
(multi-month?) low in 2016. That also allowed it to
break below its triple bottom around 9330… triggering the next downside target at ~8350--8365.

This action is reinforcing the 2015--2017
Roadmap as well as 2000--2001 parallels in which
every 1--3 month sharp decline is quickly met with
a strong 1--2 month rally… and vice-versa. That
volatile, sideways topping pattern should stretch
into late-2016 before other decisive cycles - like
the 17-Year Cycle - enter a bearish phase in 2017.

The next important low is expected between
late-June--late-July 2016, when several weekly &
monthly cycles converge. The DAX could corroborate that if it rebounds into mid-to-late-March and
sets a secondary peak at that time.

Refer to Weekly Re-Lay & INSIIDE Track
publications for updated analysis & trading strategies. IT
www.insiidetrack.com

The FTSE still needs a monthly close below
5768 to turn its monthly trend down.
In the interim, the FTSE has a very intriguing
web of cycles coming into play in mid-April--earlyMay - the next phase of both a 50--51 week low
(late-May ‘12)--high (mid-May ’13)-high (early-May
’14)--high (late-Apr. ’15)--high?? (mid-to-late-April
2016) and a corresponding 25-26 week cycle low
(late-May ‘12)--low (mid-Nov. ‘12)--high (mid-May
’13)--high (early-Nov. ’13)--high (early-May ’14)-high (mid-Nov. ‘14)--high (late-Apr. ’15)--high (lateOct. ‘15)--high?? (mid-to-late-April 2016) Cycle
Progression.
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Nov. ’15 INSIIDE Track Excerpt

STOCK INDICES
10/30/15 - Stock Indices fulfilled the majority of what was forecast for the middle half of 2015 - the
’Capitulation Phase’ of the 40-Year Cycle of Stock-flation. That was expected to yield another strong rally in October, fulfilling 2015 analysis for declines & rallies that are similar in magnitude (similar to the period between
mid-2000--mid-2001). As described in the May 2015 Stock-flation II Report:
“The month of May begins the second third of 2015… when things should get a lot more interesting. When looking at
2015, I have been viewing it from a perspective of ‘thirds’ - or 4-month periods. One of the reasons has to do with the diverse
concentration of cycles...They tend to divide the year into thirds... Since late-2014, I have repeatedly warned that this
(expected) transition - from bull to bear - would be a slowly-evolving process, full of brief (but sometimes sharp) declines AND
rallies. The first 1/3 of 2015 was projected to be the transitional phase.
As a result, that would be expected to be a lot of sideways action to begin 2015…At the same time, multi-year cycles were
projecting highs in European Indices for March/April 2015…By the time October 2015 rolls around, the Indices should have
experienced Culmination (late-2014), Distribution (1/3 2015) & Capitulation (2/3 2015)… Corroborating this pivotal period and culminating the first 1/3 of 2015 - a nearly-ubiquitous cycle (and most of its multiples/divisions) also came into play on
April 27--May 8, 2015. In a way, it is like the first third of 2015 handing the baton to the second third…
For the last ~6 months, there has been one overriding expectation for an expected reversal in Stock Indices. That expectation has been that it would be a slow process - with each sell-off being met by a nearly-equal advance… and vice-versa. That
continues to be the case. However, the second third of 2015 - May--August 2015 - is when the declines are likely to begin
overtaking the advances (in magnitude) and setting a progression of lower lows, instead of ascending or lateral lows.”

That analysis - linked to the transitioning 40-Year Cycle - overlapped & reinforced 17-Year Cycle analysis
anticipating ~20% declines in most Indices, during the middle chunk of 2015. And that was corroborated by related 7-Year Cycle analysis, projecting a double-digit (%) decline beginning in May ‘15.
It was the synergy of all these cycles - as well as corresponding monthly cycles (7.5--8 month & 15--16
month) & weekly cycles (32--33 & 66-Week, as well as others) - that projected a very bearish 3Q 2015. The mid
-May--late-August period had the greatest synergy with expanding rings of remaining cycles spreading out in
both directions. Sell signals, based on diverse technical indicators, were triggered in early-to-mid-May, to ‘fire
the starting pistol’.
Dozens of bellwether stocks &
Indices - domestic & global - suffered losses of 20--40% during the
middle third of 2015, showing a convincing sign of ‘capitulation’… bottoming in late-August--late-Sept.
That set the stage for a 1--2
month rebound that - if it adhered to
expectations for a 2000--2001-like
bear market - would be sharp and
begin to convince investors that the
worst is behind them. One Index
even projected a retest of its 2015
highs - a result of its weekly trend
pattern… [End Excerpt from Nov.
‘15 INSIIDE Track.]
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Dec. ’15 INSIIDE Track Excerpt

STOCK INDICES
11/30/15 - Stock Indices - after fulfilling the ’Capitulation Phase’ of the 40-Year Cycle of Stock-flation (that
projected the sharpest declines in May--August 2015, immediately after the last phase of the 32--33 Week Cycle
peaked), the 17-Year Cycle of Stock Corrections & a related 7-Year Cycle of double-digit (%) declines beginning
in May - have since rallied and continue to follow the 2015/2016 Roadmap discussed in Nov. 2014...it is worth
reiterating the highlights since they apply to the more bullish period of late-Sept. through year-end…
11-28-2014 “What if... The Indices topped soon (for simplicity, let's pick a DJIA level of 18,000), saw a sharp drop
into late-Dec. …From there, the market could consolidate with some wild swings - as would be expected near a major
peak… and similar to what was seen in 2000--2002...the Indices work back toward the highs...and close on April 30,
2015 around 17,500/DJIA (which would make it slightly up for the Nov. 1--April 30 period...
From there, the Indices could trend downward and see a sharp decline into August--October 2015, completing an
overall 20+% decline...That could be the culmination of an initial down phase.
In their all-too-often manner, the Indices could then see a sharp rebound in/into 4Q 2015. The DJIA could recover
into year-end...potentially closing near 'break-even' for the year... or even up a couple points, for good measure. The
2015 close would be positive... even if only by a few points...
To close out this scenario, 2016 (The Golden Year) would arrive...and Gold/Silver could be forming a base... and
then the next phase of a stock market decline unfolds... much like the declines of 2000, 2001 and ultimately 2002. If
current expectations for 2016 are accurate, Gold & Silver would begin to move higher...
When market historians look back, the DJIA would have adhered to both of its 4-year bullish cycle expectations...
The DJIA 4-Year (Election) Cycle would have been right. The DJIA '6-month/post-mid-term election cycle' would have
been right. The DJIA Pre-Election Year Cycle would have been right. And, the 40-Year Cycle of Stock-flation (and my
interpretation of it) would have been right. No contradiction at all. However, a LOT of different context… and a lot of
different expectations… and a surprise result. The two seemingly contradictory analyses would merge into one.”
So far, the ‘merging’ is right on track. The Indices did see another rally into April 30th and then dropped
sharply into/through August. As soon as bearish cycles matured - in late-Sept. ‘15 - the projected ’4Q 2015
advance’ took hold and has been influencing the Indices ever since. The next landmark on this ’Roadmap’ is for
(some) Indices to close positive at the end of 2015… even as an overall, larger-degree bear market is evolving.
[Keep in mind this does NOT mean the Indices should continue rallying into year-end… only that some
should close near or above their corresponding 2014 yearly closing levels - at year-end. The NQ futures could
drop ~400 points - from current levels - and still fulfill that...So, don’t read more into it than what is stated.]

32--33 Week Cycle (mid-Dec.)
As discussed before, I have been viewing equities on an approximate 4-month basis (which equates to
about 1/2 of the 32--33 Week Cycle). The end of 2014 was ‘Culmination’, 1/3 2015 represented ‘Distribution’ and
2/3 2015 was targeted for ‘Capitulation’ in May--August. The final third of 2015 was pegged for ‘Vacillation’ - as
the Indices swing wildly between extremes.
That final 4-month period overlapped expectations for bearish cycles to extend into late-Sept. and for a
powerful advance in 4Q 2015 (that would bring some Indices back to the closing levels of 2014 and/or the closing
levels of April 30, 2015). Those more specific projections highlighted the more general expectation for a 2015-2016 decline to look a lot like 2000--2002, when most sharp declines were quickly met with (almost) equally powerful rallies. [End Excerpt from Dec. ‘15 INSIIDE Track.]
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March ’16 INSIIDE Track Excerpt

Bears Beget Bears 2016:
Backed into a Corner
3-01-16 -- As Russian cycles enter their most volatile period - in 2016/2017 - the dominoes continue to fall.
In many respects, Putin & Co. are experiencing a Perfect Storm of economic hardships - some self-induced and
some out of their control - leading into this period. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, it is never a
good idea to back a bear - particularly a hungry & frustrated bear - into a corner. That rarely ends well!
Before enumerating the key ’fronts’ - that are on a collision course with one another - I want to recap the
phases of Russia’s 40-Year Cycle that converge in 2016/2017:
1776 (1775--1781) - Part of Russia’s ‘Golden Age’; Tacit support of American colonists; Relations with America.
1816 - Culmination/aftermath of Napoleonic Wars due in large part to Russia (and Napoleon’s failed invasion of
Russia); Russia plays a new & greater role in Europe’s politics from 1816--1856.
1856 - Culmination of Crimean War (1853--1856); Treaty of Paris - humiliating defeat for Russia; made Black Sea
neutral territory.
1896 - Coronation of final Tsar/Russian emperor (Nicholas II)... Ultimately leads to Russian Revolution.
1936 - Constitution of the Soviet Union.
1977 - Soviet Constitution - 3rd & last Soviet Constitution.
2016--2017 - Russia’s next major ‘shift’, based on 40-Year Cycle.
2017 is also 100-Year Cycle from the Russian Revolution in 1917… and a 17-Year Cycle from Putin’s ascent.
2016/2017 is the next phase of an overlapping 80-Year Cycle Progression that includes 1696 (Peter the Great
brings Russia into Age of Enlightenment - modernizing Russia while building her navy, beginning with attacks
against Ottoman forces - also in 1696), 1776, 1856 & 1936... and 2016!
Now, as Russia enters this 2-year period - when another dramatic shift is very likely - she has seen (just
since 2014) a major confrontation with Saudi Arabia, after which oil prices plummeted for 15--18 months, a
new Crimean (& Ukraine) conflict (prompting Western sanctions), a plummeting Ruble, plummeting oil prices
(wiping out export income) and then reacted by taking a more aggressive stance in Syria - beginning in late2015.
Putin’s moves in late-2015 revealed the Russian Bear coming out of hibernation and looking to ‘reengage’.
Luckily (yes, that is facetious), Russia was already turning to China to offset her economic woes and inking
a deal in May 2014 (the same time that both countries became involved in multiple financial entities to challenge the global supremacy of the IMF & World Bank) to build two major gas pipelines from Russia to China.
A funny thing happened on the way to the Kremlin… China’s economic miracle began to fade.
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March ’16 INSIIDE Track Excerpt

Bears Beget Bears 2016:
Backed into a Corner (con’t)
And, so too did the prospects for a major Russia/China natural gas deal. And all of a sudden, one pipeline
project was shuttered… sending another economic shockwave through Russia. And that sent another shockwave through the Ruble - which is now worth about a quarter of what it was in July 2008.
As the Russian economy falters & their primary export plummets in value, unrest continues to grow…
and to look for an external target (scapegoat).
Some times that target is nearby (Ukraine, Crimea).
Some times it is a little farther away (Syria, Saudi Arabia, etc.).
Some times it is military.
Some times it is economic.
And just as in politics, there are times when ’the enemy of my enemy is my friend’. As China & Russia sink
farther into economic quagmires, how long before they ’join forces’ and flex whatever economic muscle they
have? ...2016/2017?? IT
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